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Subject: Literacy 

Our focus story this week it the story ‘The Dot’ by Peter Reynolds. The chil-

dren will be encouraged to use their imagination to create their own individu-

al art work. This time their will be no prompt or instructions. We are looking 

to see how the children’s independent mark making has improved over the 

term. We will also be paying close attention to the weather and exploring 

cloud, and sun shapes. Opening a short discussion on the weather will be a 

greats support to this. You could talk about the things we might need and 

what we might wear. 

Subject: Expressive Art and Design 

This week the Hedgehogs class will be looking at the artist George Seurat. 

The children will be focusing on pointillism art techniques and be painting 

their very own sunflowers. We will also be creating some 3D cardboard mod-

els which the children will be using tape to secure. Fastening and peeling 

tape is great for the fine motor skills. A simple activity of sticking objects 

down with masking tape and allowing the children to peel the tape away to 

retrieve the object it’s a great way to extend on this and build on their fine 

motor skills. 

Subject: Maths 

This week we will be taking maths to the forest. The children will be support-

ed in exploring the forest and collecting materials. We will use these materi-

als and count them out using one correspondence. This is a great activity to 

get the children sorting objects. At home you can encourage your child to 

find a curtain amount of objects and hand them to you. This could be block, 

pencils etc. One they bring them to you support them in counting these ob-

jects again and allow the children to make correction. 


